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ITK Management has

been itching to remodel

headquarters for awhile.

While our HQ team

worked comfortably from

home, our CEO, Jacky, saw

the perfect opportunity.

Our office remodel has

been made possible not

only by our awesome

construction team, but

our hardworking HQ staff

that pitched in and rolled

their sleeves up.

The entire team is so

excited to get back into

our office and enjoy the

new digs.  The remodel

included the installation

of a new hallway, the

expansion of an office,

and brand new, COVID-

compliant cubicles. 

TAKING
ADVANTAGE
OF AN EMPTY
OFFICE 

In a collaborative effort

between upper management,

recruiting, and HR, ITK has been

able to add some unique perks

to our benefits package. On top

of last month's announcement

of fully paid medical premiums

for our employees, their

spouses, and their dependents,

we've added gym membership

reimbursement, birthday gift

cards, and employee of the

month gift cards. We also offer

8 hours of birthday PTO and 8

hours of volunteer PTO. Many

of our employees take

advantage of these perks to

better themselves and the

community around them. We

take pride in being able to

provide unique benefits to our

team.InfoTeK Corporation | Issue 2 | 7.2020
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J U L Y  NEWS L E T T ER  -  7 . 3 1 . 2 0 2 0

Josh was nominated by Bernadette

Ward. Bernadette wrote, "Josh has

implemented all website changes

that have been given to him and

volunteered to learn how to do

things he was unfamiliar with." On

top of this, Josh is constantly taking  

charge and stepping up to help out wherever it may be

needed. In the past month, Josh made himself available at

6am to let construction workers into the office and helped

to build the new office cubicles! We are so happy to have

him as our July employee of the month!


